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The Department of Veterans Affairs is offering a rare career
opportunity across multiple medical centers that invites qualified
candidates with drive and commitment to serve a veryy special
p
class of citizens, our veterans.

Post Graduate Position With Training Opportunity
The Department of Veterans Affairs has multiple openings for Biomedical
Engineering Interns. Qualified applicants will have a B.S. degree or
combination of education and experience.
experience It is preferred that applicants
have a B.S. degree in Biomedical Engineering with experience in the
healthcare environment or a M.S. degree in Biomedical Engineering.
This is a two-year paid internship with the expectation of permanent
placement. These two years will be located at the VA Medical Center
where the intern will be trained as a Biomedical Engineer.
Engineer Following this
training period, the intern will be transferred to a different VA Medical
Center within the United States where he/she will assume the
responsibilities of a Biomedical Engineer. Relocation expenses to the 2nd,
permanent, site will be at the government’s expense.
g the training
g p
period the intern will develop
p necessaryy skills to
During
effectively support and advance patient care by applying engineering and
managerial skills to healthcare technology. Job duties include evaluating
medical equipment for purchase, managing the medical equipment repair
program and facilitating equipment installations. In addition, the intern will
be assigned tasks to prepare for higher-level responsibilities in the hospital
facility management career field. Promotion potential exists to highest
levels within the Biomedical engineering career field.
Beyond the
engineering field, the VA offers many developmental opportunities and
many senior executives are former Biomedical Engineers.
Entry position varies in salary, dependant on education level, academic
achievement and location. All applicants must be U.S. citizens.
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If you have any questions or are interested in hearing more about the
program, please contact the following current and former interns.

Name

E mail
E‐mail

Phone

Becky Guogas
Recent Graduate

Rebecca.Gougas2@va.gov

(321) 397‐6744

Justin Cooke
2nd Year Intern

Justin.Cooke@va.gov

(317) 988‐2317

Andrew Mazotas
1st Year Intern

A d
Andrew.Mazotas@va.gov
M
@

(314) 652‐4100
652 4100 x54986
54986

Please send resume and cover letter to vhacobme@va.gov.
If you have a specific location of interest please identify it in e-mail otherwise
we will assume that you are interested in all opportunities.

Location

Preceptor Name

Little Rock, Arkansas
San Francisco, California
Sacramento, California
Washington, DC (VA Headquarters)
Bay Pines, Florida
Chicago (North), Illinois
Chicago (Hines), Illinois
Indianapolis, Indiana
Boston, Massachusetts
Minneapolis, Minnesota
St. Louis, Missouri
Albuquerque, New Mexico
New York (Bronx),
(Bronx) New York
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Temple, Texas
Houston, Texas
Salt Lake City, Utah
Richmond, Virginia
Mil
Milwaukee,
k Wisconsin
Wi
i

Charles Armato
John Comstock
Brandon Weiss
Megan Friel
Eric Plaisance
Barbara Lavin
Jay Patterson
Michael McDonald
Lisa Bradley
Kurt Finke
Richard Ivnik
Patrick Mellady
Salvatore Tatta
Prachi Asher
Cathy Hranek
Paul Canaris
Mel Dumo
Denver Lodge
Ben Loewenbach
B b Steldt
Bob
S ld

